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Our Full Service LinkedIn Marketing focuses on the most hyper effective 

platform for clients who focus on B2B services. With over 415 MILLION 

users, LinkedIn has completely dominated the B2B networking space and 

our clients have experienced phenomenal results using LinkedIn as a 

marketing platform. 



We found an interesting phenomenon with our clients LinkedIn accounts:

The more we engaged and interacted on their behalf on LinkedIn and 

engaged with their connections, the more business they landed.

We created and perfected a social media automation service that does all the 

“grunt” work on LinkedIn for you so that you can spend your time in other parts of 

your business that really matter. 



The following pages detail the strategy and 

demonstrate how Woo Media Works handles the

tasks within each element to build a very targeted 

audience of first level LinkedIn connections. We then 

build relationships with that audience by engaging 

with them in several ways, positioning you as the 

expert in your field by curating value-added content 

on your timeline and promoting what you do through 

timeline posts and direct messaging to connections.



Boost Connections Feature

The Boost Connections feature reaches out to the LinkedIn Open Networkers 

(LIONS) members whose reputation is that they are willing to accept connections 

from everyone. The connections generated from this task are general and global. 



Build Connections Feature

The Build Connections feature is to identify and request to connect with 

LinkedIn members that meet specific criteria; Location, Industry, Position. 

The targeting can be as broad or granular as needed. 

LinkedIn uses the number of views a profile received as a measure of how 

popular an account is. To that end it keeps track of how highly a particular 

account ranks within its network of connections and shows users links to 

the people that have viewed their account. 



Build Connections Feature

For premium users the identity of viewers is unlimited so many 

LinkedIn users are able to use this information to find opportunities 

for business.

With that in mind, by simply viewing a high volume of profiles of 

people that are a good fit for doing business with, we can draw a lot 

of positive attention and views to your account which results in 

inbound connections requests and new inquiries. 



Accept Connections Feature

As inbound connection request are made, we take care of “accepting” them and 

adding them to your 1st level connections. 



Profile Viewing Feature

The Profile Viewing feature allows us to automatically view the profiles of those in your target 

demographic (by location, industry, job title). We automatically view 300 profiles per day. 

Why is this so important? Well, LinkedIn shows people who viewed their profile and a very 

large % of people will click on those profiles and even send them a message.



Summary

The ENGAGE tasks are designed to help keep you in touch with your connections and build relationships that can lead to business. These 

tasks create the impression of you being the “good citizen” on LinkedIn with kind gestures that get you noticed, making you stand out from 

the masses.

Each time someone responds to your welcome message, congratulations message, endorsement etc., it’s an opportunity for you to respond 

PERSONALLY. By them responsponding to your message, they are identifying themselves as someone who is actively using LinkedIn and 

interested in you as a connection.

If someone thanks you for the birthday message for example you can reply by saying, “My pleasure! I hope your day was special! By the way 

if you’re looking to automate your LinkedIn marketing, I’m happy to show you how!” Your kind gesture makes them receptive to your reply 

message. 



Welcome Message Feature

When you connect with a new LinkedIn member it’s good form to acknowledge the connection with a brief 

message. EG: “Hi John, just a quick line to say thanks for connecting. I hope I can be of value to you and 

your network. (: Can I ask, would you be interested in automating your LinkedIn marketing at all?”

By asking them a question that can further a business opportunity, many of your new connectinons will 

respond to learn more.

Once our system detects you have made a new connection, we will automatically send them the welcome 

message on your behalf.



Auto Opt-in Feature

If we enable the “auto-opt-in” feature, at the time the welcome message is sent, our system 

will capture the first name and the email address of your new connection once they respond 

to your welcome message and add it to an autoresponder list. (Eg: Aweber, GetResponse, 

etc.)



Congratulate Feature

Every day, within your LinkedIn account you receive notification of your connections’ 

birthdays and work anniversaries. We will congratulate these connections for you daily.

And, again, when members reply thanking you for the good wishes, 2 things have happened:

1. You discover WHO is active on LinkedIn and paying attention.

2. You now have an opportunity to respond and further the conversation, when the person

is more receptive.



Endorsements Feature

We will endorse your connections for you daily. Many will thank you for 

the endorsements and return the favor by endorsing your skills.

Again, now you know the person is active on LinkedIn. You have another 

opening to further the conversation when they are warm with gratitude. 

Endorsements also help to increase rankings on LinkedIn, so you are 

improving their chances of being found for the skills they are being 

endorsed for. 



Like Posts Feature

When someone goes through the effort of posting an article, they appreciate when you “Like” it. 

Having gone through the effort of writing an article, it’s nice to get a little acknowledgement. The 

“Like Post” function does just that.

It creates more positive visibility for you and makes them more receptive to you and interested in 

what you are doing.

You choose the post you want to “Like” by keyword. The software will look through posts by your 

connections and only “like” posts that are a match. 



Your promotional post will be “sprinkled” in with the value added 

content you are sharing on your timeline.

1. The “Regular Promotional Post” is a short message inviting them

to contact you for the services you provide. Eg: “Are you or your

colleagues looking for a hand with social media? Let’s talk!”

This post (along with all the content that is positioning you as the 

expert) amplifies your credibility and generates inquires and new 

business. 

2. The 2nd option is simply a website link that will also be sprinkled

in with the other posts, generating traffic to your site. 



The “Share Content” feature allows you to curate content from the web without having to go through the 

effort to author it. The content you choose to share should position you as the authority figure in your area 

of expertise. Your choices are:

1. RSS Feed - Pick an RSS feed of your choosing and we’ll enter it into the system so

that it posts the content automatically daily.

2. Google News - Give us keywords related to the type of news articles you’d like to

share and they’ll be posted on your timeline.

3. Google Videos - We’ll add a little variety of media by posting google videos based on

keyword choices you give us.

4. Youtube Channel - Select a channel URL you like and we’ll publish Youtube videos

to your timeline daily.



The postings that you share deliver valuable 

information to your connections on your timeline.

Notifications are delivered by LinkedIn saying you’ve 

published a new post, which results in more people 

looking at your timeline, content and profile, and 

ultimately inquiring about your services. 



Send Network Messages Feature

This feature sends private messages to your current connections that are delivered into 

their LinkedIn Inbox. We will always add their first name to your messages so that they are 

personalized every time. You can add your URLs to invite them to visit your website, invite 

them to webinars, to download something, register for a live event or buy a product online, 

etc. 

This message promotes what you do and provides value to your connections. You have 

3 options of who you send the messages to: By Industry, By Keyword or All Connections.



You can target connections in specific industries and we will only send messages to those 

connections. You can craft your message to speak the language of that industry, getting you a better 

response.

Filtering by keyword, we message members whose profile contains your selected keyword, 

allowing you to be more specific and targeted with your message.

With this message option you are sending the same message to EVERYONE you select (via 

keyword, industry or all connections). This message is delivered to their inbox and is personalized with 

their first name and can contain URLs if you’d like.

In addition to delivering the message to their LinkedIn inbox, Linkedin also sends a copy of 

the message to the email inbox they registered with their LinkedIn account, so they see it twice.   



LinkedIn is the most powerful B2B lead generation platform in existence. The combination of fully 

utilizing all of these tasks we listed as part of our automated service will do wonders for your 

LinkedIn lead generation.

It will help generate business inquiries and appointments along with building your 3rd party email 

marketing list if you choose.

We do all of the tedious ‘grunt’ work that would otherwise consume 3-4 hours+ of your day. And 

we will do it EVERY day (including weekends)!

Your only tasks is the fun part. The part where you wake up every day to new messages in your 

LinkedIn inbox asking about your services. 

So, sign up today and let’s get your LinkedIn marketing rolling!
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